Statement of Purpose

Modern Psychological Studies (MPS) is a psychological journal devoted exclusively to publishing manuscripts by undergraduates. We are continuously seeking quality manuscripts for publication. MPS will consider manuscripts in any area of psychology. Although we are primarily interested in results from experimental research, we are also interested in theoretical papers, literature reviews and book reviews. MPS is currently published biannually.

MPS is edited exclusively by undergraduate students. We strive to make the journal submission process a learning experience and to encourage quality research. By placing the journal in the hands of undergraduates, we at MPS wish to emphasize to fellow undergraduates that:

- we are capable of doing meaningful quality work and of communicating that work to interested students and professionals.
- we are capable ourselves of directing the meandering focus of the psychological profession.

Submission Guidelines

1. Manuscripts must have an undergraduate as a primary or sole author. Works will be accepted by graduates if the work was completed as an undergraduate and no further work along the same lines has been completed at a graduate level.

2. Send original works only. Please do not send work that has been accepted for publication or has been submitted elsewhere.

3. Manuscripts should follow strict APA format for article submission as found in the APA Publication Manual (4th edition).

4. Please adhere to the following format:
   - Preferred Format: Include three hard copies of the manuscript. DO NOT SUBMIT MATERIAL PRINTED BY DOT MATRIX. (You may like to keep a copy on a 3.5 diskette using Microsoft Word version 5 or 6, with a minimum 12 point font, or Word Perfect with one copy saved as "normal" and one saved "without line breaks" [for conversion purposes]. If the article is accepted for publication we will need a diskette.)

- Least Preferred Format: If you have absolutely no access to a computer and can only submit in typed format, include three copies with at least 12 point font (no dot matrix).

- INCLUDE ON A SEPARATE COVER SHEET:
  1. Names of all authors
  2. Name and address of your school
  3. Name, phone and address (if other than your school’s) of your advisor for the project
  4. Name, current phone, and current address of primary author where you can be reached at all times. MPS should be advised if you relocate during the submission process.

5. Include a sponsoring statement from your faculty advisor. (Advisors: please read and critique papers on content, methods, APA style, grammar and overall presentation. Your recommendation letter should be an indication that you approve and recommend this work on all counts listed above.)

6. Include a #97 (clasp) self-addressed, postage paid envelope, and a critiqued copy will be returned to you. Otherwise, you will only receive a notification letter after our review.

7. Send submissions to:

   Editor, MPS
   Department of Psychology
   University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
   615 McCallie Avenue
   Chattanooga, TN 37403-2598.

   If further information is needed please call: (423) 755-4262, or write to our e-mail address: mpssub@utcvm.utc.edu.

   Copies of MPS may be purchased: $5.00 single copy, $10 for a year subscription, and $20 for a two year subscription.

   *Prices subject to change without notice

   The staff of MPS would like to thank everyone for supporting our journal and encouraging undergraduate research.
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